A Note Before We Begin

This is the third language arts book in the Life of Fred® series. In these books, we will cover English from every angle.

In this third book you will learn:

✯ the seven parts of speech
✯ how you first learned what the word dog meant (hint: it wasn’t from the dictionary.)
✯ more of the continuing story of Ducky Sings Opera
✯ four common errors in using adjectives
✯ four uses of italics
✯ how to determine if a verb is irregular
✯ easy ways to tell if the tense is progressive or perfect or both
✯ which adjectives don’t have a comparative or a superlative form
✯ how the present tense can exist outside of time
✯ transitive verbs with direct and indirect objects
✯ the nominative, possessive, and objective cases
✯ what a simile is and the schwa in the word simile

. . . and that’s only up to page 39!

HOW THIS BOOK IS ORGANIZED

Each chapter is a daily lesson. There are four pages of reading about the adventures of Fred and a Your Turn to Play.

Have a paper and pencil handy before you sit down to read.
Each Your Turn to Play consists of about three or four questions.
Write out the answers—don’t just orally answer them.
After all the questions are answered, then take a peek at my answers that are given on the next page.

Don’t just read the questions and look at the answers. You won’t learn as much that way.
A NOTE FROM STAN

This was in my father’s collection of photographs. It made me think about how some things have changed . . . and some have not.

I bet the trees are larger now.

Back then, an important part of schooling was “readin’, writin’, and ‘rithmetic.”
Today English and mathematics remain at the heart of education.

The *Life of Fred* math series takes you up through two years of college calculus, a year of college statistics, and one upper-division math course.

In the four books of the *Life of Fred* language arts series, you will learn more English than 95% of American high school graduates know.

And, as a bonus, in this book you’ll also learn about making minestrone soup.
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Chapter One
The Central Meaning of Life

Fred’s second hour of teaching English in Australia began. It had been quite an adventure getting to this point. Fred was looking forward to his nine o’clock class.

The dozen sixth graders from his eight o’clock class decided to stay in the classroom for another hour. Fourteen eleventh graders came into the room.

It was starting to get a little crowded. There weren’t enough chairs for everyone. Some of the eleventh graders sat on top of the desks. Some sat on the floor.

All of the jitters* that he had had an hour ago were gone. Fred was ready to teach the way he had taught at KITTENS University for years.

One important thing that a teacher can do is provide the overall picture of his subject so that the students don’t get lost in all the details. In business, it’s about succeeding financially.

* His apprehensiveness was gone. There wasn’t the anxiety that he had felt before: no unease, no disquietude, no trepidation.

Do you remember how a thesaurus works? You look up an idea, and it will give you words.
In math, everything revolves around numbers, shapes, and sets.
In football, it’s all about winning.
In life, it all boils down to two choices: A) me, me, me or B) loving.
In English . . . Fred wasn’t sure. How can you organize English? Fred thought to himself.

Fred did what some teachers do when he can’t figure out the answer. He asked his students. “Can anyone tell me how English is organized?”

Sixth grader Helen said, “That’s easy. There are seven parts of speech.”

Fred was thinking: the tongue, the lips, the lungs—but those aren’t the parts of speech.

Helen continued, “As everyone knows, they are (1) nouns, (2) pronouns, (3) verbs, (4) conjunctions, (5) prepositions, (6) adjectives, and (7) adverbs. Every word in a sentence is one of these.”
Verbs are the action words in sentences.

Conjunctions join two simple sentences together to prevent a run-on:
and, but, or, after, although, as if, because, before, if, though, till, unless,
when, where, and while. Betty washed the dishes while Alexander dried them.
It would be a run-on to write: Betty washed the dishes, Alexander dried them.

We have done four out of the seven.

Fred hadn’t had a chance to read some books on language arts. (past perfect) Reading is often the fastest way to learn. But right now he needed to get through these Wednesday (silent d) classes. Then, he hoped he could get to the library or the bookstore and study in the evening.

He had to teach on the fly.*

Helen had said that every word in a sentence is one of the seven parts of speech. At this point Fred wasn’t quite sure what prepositions, adjectives and adverbs were, but he was going to find out.

* On the fly = something done without preparation. (an idiom)
Fred said, “Please turn to the second page in your textbook, *Ducky Sings Opera.*”

(Fred had already done the first page with the eight o’clock class.)

The producer of the opera was overjoyed. A real Duck had applied for the role and not a man.

Fred started with the parts of speech that he knew. “Can anyone identify the nouns in these two sentences?”

Twenty-six students raised their hands. Peter copied the two sentences on the blackboard and circled the nouns.

“The producer of the opera was overjoyed. A real Duck had applied for the role and not a man.”

“Can anyone identify the verbs?”

Hans copied the two sentences on the blackboard and underlined the verbs.

“The producer of the opera was overjoyed. A real Duck had applied for the role and not a man.”
The conjunction was easy to find. The producer of the opera was overjoyed. A real Duck had applied for the role and not a man.

There weren’t any pronouns in those two sentences.

Your Turn to Play

The next sentence in the book was:
Ducky lost a feather in his excitement because jobs for tenors are hard to find.

1. List the nouns in that sentence.
2. List the verbs.
3. List the conjunction(s).
4. The only pronouns that we have mentioned so far are: I, we, you, he, she, it, and they.
   Each of these seven pronouns has three forms.

   For example, the three forms of I are I, my, and me.

With that hint, list the one pronoun in the Ducky sentence.
Ducky lost a feather in his excitement because jobs for tenors are hard to find.

1. The nouns are Ducky, feather, excitement, jobs, and tenors.
2. The verbs are lost, are, and find.
3. The conjunction is because.
4. The pronoun is his.

Just for fun, the first three sentences of this chapter were written in different past tenses. *Tense* is the Latin word for *time.*

Fred’s second hour of teaching English in Australia began. (Past tense.)

It had been quite an adventure getting to this point. (Past perfect tense. In the perfect tenses, the action stops.)

Fred was looking forward to his nine o’clock class. (Past progressive tense. The “ing” on the verb emphasizes the action in progress.)
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